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Abstract
For over a year we have been developing a curriculum for using educational robotics at lower
secondary school. We conducted a pilot study at the fifth grade where we tried to identify how
pupils of that age work during designing of a robotic project, building and programming it and
presenting the whole project, which is focused on a selected topic: Fairyland. We used qualitative
methods for data collection and analysis. Based on the results of data analysis we concluded that
pupils had several problems with working at designing the robotic model, because they had
unreasonable expectations of a robot’s structure and robot’s capability. So in some cases pupils
could not implement their robotic model designs. During making presentations pupils met some
problems too. Nevertheless, almost all pupils designed, built and presented their created robotic
models. We concluded that pupils have not mastered several important skills (communication and
collaboration skills, problem solving skills and skills to perform before audience) which are
necessary both for a fully functioning life in society and for realizing leisure time activities. So we
assume that pupils should develop mentioned skills at first during creating smaller robotic projects
and then they can work at longer robotic projects.
Keywords educational robotics, LEGO, project based learning, lower secondary school,
constructionism

1. Introduction
Application of robotics in education has been explored for more than a decade by many teachers,
scientists, researchers, educational institutions and other organizations [1]. Robotics in the
education provides a platform for developing different skills that support very naturally not least
essential ideas of constructionism [2]. Based on an analysis of actual researches, we found that the
educational robotics is mainly used in teaching technical subjects or science [3]-[10]. Rarely is used
in the teaching of art, native or foreign languages [11]-[14]. Majority of studies implemented during
lessons were used robotic LEGO Mindstorms, either the older version of RCX with RoboLab
software, or later NXT programming language NXT-G [15], [16]. Researches [17] dealing with
programming languages for LEGO and their appropriateness for a particular age group. They
recommend students to use for first-contact an adapted version of the programming language NXTG and about a year later, the original version of programming language NXT-G. Customized
version of the programming language NXT-G was suggested on the basis of the expected arrival of
the new LEGO. This LEGO WeDo is now available on the market. Also other studies recommend
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Lego WeDo for the selected age group of 10 – 12 years [18], [19]. Another interesting alternative of
LEGO WeDo is its possibility to connect to the programming language Scratch [20]. There are
many studies that used constructivist [21]-[25] and also constructionist [15], [16], [26] methods in
the teaching with robotic kits. Robots and robotic kits can be used also for storytelling [11], [27]. In
our research we want to create, implement and renew such activities that would be appropriate and
interesting for our target group (10 – 12 years old pupils). They should contain basic elements from
the field of informatics, Slovak language, storytelling and lots of elements from various other
subjects.

2. Pilot study
In this article we describe pilot study with 10 – 11 years old pupils, who worked with robotic kit
LEGO WeDo at lower secondary school. This study is part of doctoral research, in which we try to
create, test and iteratively enhance curriculum for educational robotics for pupils in selected age (10
– 12 years old) with mentioned robotic kit. During past three years we have been conducting almost
similar research with primary school children [28], [29], where we have acquired some knowledge
about how children perceived concept robot [30].
We divided our pilot study into two parts. In first part we conducted several types of introduction
activities, where we decided which robotic kit and which software for this kit are appropriate for
our new curriculum. We described in detail this part of our research at conference in Slovakia [30].
Based on the results of first part of research we assume that robotics kit LEGO WeDo with its
original software is the most appropriate robotic kit for our research [19]. In second part of our pilot
study we continued in working with pupils, who had been working with selected kit and selected
software from first part of study. In this part of pilot study we followed principles of „creative
robotics for all” by Rusk et al. [11]: focus on the theme, combine art and engineering, support
storytelling, organize exhibition. In this study we used several qualitative methods of data collection
and data analysis including observation (fieldnotes, transcriptions and drawings), focus groups,
audiovisual materials (pictures, photographs and recorded videos of pupil’s products). In data
analysis we used qualitative technique “show of cards” [31], [32] based on video recorded data,
which we transcribed into text and coded it. In those codes we found system, which we will try
partly explain in next chapter.

3. Second part of pilot study: Fairyland
Main aim of this part of pilot study was to find out how pupils proceed in a designing of robotic
project, building and programming robotic models and presenting whole project, which is focused
on selected topic: Fairyland. During this part pupils were working in five teams, which consisted of
pairs or triplets. This part took place in the range of three lessons. Pupils’ informatics teacher and
two researchers were present at all of these lessons. One researcher was teaching each lesson and
other researcher was collecting data.
2.1. First lesson – Design of robotic project
At first lesson pupils were creating design of robotic project. This design should contain name of
robotic model along with partial description of its construction and its future behaviour (functions).
Design should contain even story with this particular robotic model. Pupils should write about that
in text editor and then they should send it to e-mail address of one researcher. During creating this
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design more than half of all teams (three teams of five) were focusing on writing stories. We can
see example of such a story (story about Haunted castle) in picture 1. These teams were describing
neither construction nor behaviour of their robotic models. Two teams (of mentioned three teams)
tried to draw main characters and scenery of their story (example of it is in picture 2). The other two
teams were not describing story about robotic models, but they were focusing on writing several
names of main characters or they were describing different powers of main character and its
purpose in their future story, although they were not describing the story itself.

Picture 1: The beginning of the story about Haunted castle

Picture 2: Picture of scenery and characters of the story about Haunted castle

2.2. Second lesson – Creating and programming robotic model
At second lesson pupils were working (creating and programming) on their robotic project with
robotics kit LEGO WeDo, which they had described at first lesson. Almost all of the teams were
following their design of robotic project, which had been created at first lesson. Two teams (which
had written story and had drawn it on paper) created scenery of their story from LEGO materials
and they also built and programmed robotic model (robotic model must consist motor and/or at
least one sensor). Example of robotic model, which was built according to design of robotic project,
is Haunted castle and it is located in the middle of picture 3. Pupils in one team figured out that they
could not follow their robotic design because they could not create dragon which could breathe fire,
lightning, sulphur and which could walk and jump. Pupils in this team changed design of their
robotic project and they built robotic model of dragon with moving wings (top left of picture 3).
Pupils in another team could not find out how to use motor or sensors on their model, so they built
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model only with LEGO bricks (top right of picture 3). Pupils in other team could not follow their
design of project, because it contained only names of main characters of their story and it did not
contain story itself or description of robotic model. This team found instruction for building simple
robotic model with robotic kit LEGO WeDo on internet, although that robotic model was not
compatible with their design of robotic project from previous lesson (bottom right of picture 3),
they followed it. During this lesson most of pupils were focusing on building robotic model and
scenery of their stories. At first pupils created robotic model or some parts of robotic model and at
the end of the lesson they tried to program it. So they spent more time on designing and building
robotic model than programming it. Example of simple program which initiate spin of mill in
Haunted castle is in picture 4.

Picture 3: Examples of robotic models which were created with focus on topic Fairyland

Picture 4: Simple program which initiate spin of mill in Haunted castle

2.3. Third lesson – Presentation of robotic models
During third lesson pupils were presenting their projects which they had been creating on theme
Fairyland. Pupils narrated their stories with help of presentation in presentation software. Pupils
should create their presentations home (as homework) and they had one week to accomplish it.
They should use their designs of projects (text documents or pictures), photos of created robotic
models, programs (which should control behaviour of robotic model) and scenery of pupils’ stories
made from LEGO bricks (we sent them these photos at the end of second lesson to their e-mail
addresses). Only one team had done their homework. Therefore third lesson started with creating
presentations (even team which already had it). During creating of presentations pupils encountered
several problems. For example some pupils could not download the attachment from e-mail or they
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could not even insert pictures into presentations. After some instructions on how to do it, they could
insert pictures on their own. Several pupils told us that they did not know how to work with
presentation software. But their informatics teacher told us, that they had learned it at primary
school. During second part of lesson pupils were presenting their presentations with use of
projector. Two teams were narrating their story with some insertions about description of project,
scenery and main characters. Other two teams were talking about design and construction of their
models and about their achievements and failures. However one of these teams did not mention
story created at first lesson.

3. Results of analysed activities from a pilot study
Based on data analysis we conclude that pupils which we observed had quite significant defects in
planning of robotic project and implementing of robotic project. These arguments are based on two
resources: first – it is based on our experiences which we obtained as teachers who conducted the
mentioned activities with robotic kits, second – it is based on comparison of designs of robotic
projects (in the form of text document) and photos of created robotic models. Next step of our data
analysis was comparison of designs of robotic projects and created robotic models which pupils
were presenting during third lesson. We concluded that pupils neither worked with the time
effectively, nor collaborated effectively. It was confirmed even from analysis of dialogs from
videos. On videos we saw that pupils did not want collaborate, they did not respond on suggestions
from team member or they did not listen warnings from the teacher to work together and sometimes
even members of same team worked on several robotic models (each team member worked on
his/her own robotic model). There were some cases when such pupils had to rebuild their robotic
models several times – so they finally created one mutual functional robotic model.
In general teams worked on different parts of a robotic project with variant efficiency. One team
was good in creating story, other team was better in constructing robotic model and another team
was better in programming robotic model than others. Nevertheless every team was successful in
accomplishing their respective task/given task, but in various scale of success. We could see it in
description of lessons. Although there were some problems, teams worked with enthusiasm, that
can be used as motivation for further similar activities, which would develop specifically skills
(based on recent studies [1], [2] those skills are important for pupils’ future life). In consideration of
variability of pupils’ skills it is quite difficult to create appropriate activities for them, effectively
distribute pupils into teams or estimate time for work on robotic project. So at first we should
identify pupils’ prior knowledge and skills. And then we will create activities which would be more
appropriate for them.

4. Activities with robotic kits and constructionism
Activities with educational robotics can develop several competencies. Educational robotics
develops thinking skills, social skills and problem solving skills [2]. According to Kabátová [2]
activities with robotic models, programmable kits and toys are good opportunity to arrange classes
in a constructionist way. We support some constructionist ideas in our activities [33], [11]: learning
by doing, hands-on activities – building a robotic model with a robotic kit; genuine achievement
and own solutions, problem finding – deciding how a robotic model should look like, what it should
do, how it should be incorporated in a created story, exploring programming language; hard fun and
playful learning – making a functioning model with a robotic kit could be a difficult task, but pupils
liked it and they took it as playing with toys; learning through designing and creating – building
and programming a robotic model; freedom to make mistakes – we provided only few instructions,
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pupils worked on their own and they did make mistakes; if they were not able to solve those
mistakes, we tried to help them; teamwork, communication, collaboration, sharing work and ideas
– pupils worked in small groups and hence they could develop their communication and
collaboration skills, they could learn how to manage their work in group.

5. Conclusion
Based on the results of data analysis we concluded that pupils should gain some skills and
experience with designing, creating and presenting robotic model (such as communication and
collaboration skills, problem solving skills and skills to perform before audience, etc.). Pupils
worked at different task with various performances and so it is beneficial to discover, which pupils
should be in one team (for example it can be pupils with different skills and they should learn from
each other and be profitable). We conclude that almost all pupils did not manage to keep track of
their time, they did not distribute the work in the team and they even did not collaborate and
communicate effectively. These in particular, are competences, which should all pupils gain at
school and they should learn to use them during working with robotic kits. Therefore we are going
to extend our curriculum to several lessons, in which pupils can gain and develop the mentioned
skills (also according to Kabátová [2]): at first during working at smaller robotic projects (which
should take one lesson at most), and then they should work at larger robotic project, which can take
two and more lessons. When creating activities to enhance pupils’ team work, collaboration and
communication during smaller robotic project, we are going to consider several aspects. According
[34] we are going to create activities in which pupils can gain or develop some of subcomponent
competencies from “Learning to Learn Together” process, e.i. distributed leadership, mutual
engagement, help seeking and giving, reflection on the group learning process. Without this
support, authors saw many students ignore planning steps, failed to recognize the learning goals
related to metalearning, and failed to reflect on the way they collaborate and support each other as a
team. In further research we will create explicit learning plans in which pupils can learn not only
how to work together as a team, but they will learn it during motivating and also challenging
atmosphere within educational robotics activities.
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